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Building Partnerships for Advocacy: Resources
Sue Heraper, CSLA President

We cannot
advocate
alone.

T

he definition of advocacy, as developed by the American Association of School Librarians (AASL) Advocacy
Committee, is “an ongoing process of building partnerships so that others will act for and with you, turning
passive support into educated action for the library program.” It begins with getting the message across
concerning what constitutes a strong school library program.

Research Supports Strong School Library Programs
Research is on our side. There are a number of research studies that show that students are more likely to succeed
when they have library programs that are well-staffed and well-funded. However, these research findings must reach
influential stakeholders who control the future of school library programs and their staffing. Teacher librarians must
learn about and share these findings locally.

Resources to Support Advocacy
The California School Library Association (CSLA, 2016) has a toolkit on its website which contains a wealth of
material that may be used and adapted. Since each school district now has control over how funding is allocated,
advocacy for a strong school library program must occur at the local level. The toolkit has talking points that provide
clear rationale for the need to prioritize funding for strong school library programs staffed by teacher librarians who
support the transition to CCSS and play a critical role in the digital age.
In response to the valid concern that future principals and teachers are often unaware of the impact that teacher
librarians and school library programs can have on student achievement, the American Association of School
Librarians (AASL) released a new toolkit in March 2016. Titled “Pre-Service Toolkit for Principals and Teachers,”
the resources in it were developed by the AASL Educators of School Librarians Section (ESLS). They can also be
appropriately shared with practicing principals and teachers, who would benefit from learning about the positive
impact of quality school library programs.
Multimedia can be an effective advocacy tool. Search “advocate for school libraries” on Pinterest and you will
find images, infographics, and videos. Engaging, short videos can demonstrate how school libraries can make a
difference. Watch and share CSLA’s video “Does Your School Library Have a Teacher Librarian?” produced by Karen
Morgenstern.

Business Partners
Many businesses are highly supportive partners of school libraries and have created advocacy tools. Scholastic
Library Publishing offers a free downloadable copy of “School Libraries Work!” that was updated in 2016. It
highlights recent research that shows that school libraries and school librarians are a powerful force in the lives of
children. Capstone Publishers has produced a video called “School Libraries Matter: The Changing Role of School
Librarians.” Other business partners have sponsored advocacy materials. Bound to Stay Bound Books is sponsoring
the free distribution of school library advocacy packs to help AASL inform people about the critical role school
libraries and librarians play in the process of educating children. The packs contain tools to spread the word about the
many ways school librarians are transforming teaching and learning.
We cannot advocate alone. We need to nurture library champions who will defend the position that all California
K-12 students need and deserve full-time teacher librarians and well-resourced school libraries in order to develop the
skills needed to be productive in the 21st century.

continued on page 7

SUE HERAPER
Sue Heraper is the current president of CSLA. She is the teacher librarian at Newbury Park High
School in the Conejo Valley Unified School District in Ventura County.
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Editor’s Notes

Advocating for School Library Staffing and Programming
Jeanne Nelson, Editor, CSLA Journal

...these
thoughtful
articles will
give you tools
to share, to
use now or
have available
for that time
in the future
when you
need them.

T

he theme of this issue of the CSLA Journal is “Making Your Case,” and this has never before had
such priority for library staffs—and students—in California. Renée Ousley-Swank, in her article
describing the history of California school library funding, noted that as of 2014-2015 the state
had 859 TLs. This is a ratio of TLs to students of 1:7,187 -- and some years ago we thought 1:5000 was
bad! Ms. Ousley-Swank’s article provides background information on what funding levels have been
possible in the past, and the sources of that funding – good to know.
Featured author Virginia Loh-Hagen shares memories of how important the school library was to her
as a youngster, and why she writes for students who may feel marginalized. She is an example of the
importance of school library staff—in this case a paraprofessional—in helping students become engaged
and relate to the world around them.
To help find strategies that would work for you, in your school and district, several of our authors
shared their experiences. The TL’s from the Vista Unified School District provide an update on how their
district library plan has worked, with links to resources. Brigeen Houghton describes using content
marketing as a library advocacy tool (powerful!), while Rosan Cable suggests using the strength of the
teachers union to support the library program, which worked for her.
In support of your school’s focus on preparing students for college/career, Lesley Farmer provides
information and resources you can use to promote the library program’s role in making this happen.
All of the authors emphasize that you cannot advocate for library staffing and programming alone. Deb
Stanley describes how CSLA has reached out to other educational organizations to create partnerships,
and how you can be involved in helping this effort and using it to support your own program. CSLA
President Sue Heraper lists the many resources available to members on the CSLA website.
What are “Wicked Questions?” Mary Ann Harlan and Doug Achterman model the use of “wicked
questions” as a springboard to discussing and brainstorming ways of addressing problems with no easy
solutions. Determining exactly what the problem is, and possible solutions, is a great starting point for
any project.
If you find one strategy that helps you advocate for your school library program and appropriate
staffing, fabulous! We hope you will find several you can use, and that these thoughtful articles will give
you tools to share, to use now or have available for that time in the future when you need them.

JEANNE NELSON
Jeanne Nelson, now retired, is a past president of CSLA and has served as a conference
co-chair and as a member of many conference committees. She has worked in school
libraries at the K-12, middle school, high school and district level. This is her fifth year of
serving as the CSLA Journal editor, an experience she thoroughly enjoys, working with
a wonderful staff and engaging authors.
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MAKING YOUR CASE
QUESTION

Wicked Questions: A Conversation Exploring our Challenges
Mary Ann Harlan and Doug Achterman

The wicked
question is
this: how can
we frame
school library
staffing as the
equity issue
it is?

W

icked questions are those that do not have easy answers; the solutions are contextual and
complex and ever changing. The intent of engaging in wicked questions in school libraries
is not to deliver a prescriptive answer; there is no single solution. Rather the goal is to define
the problem, to present strategies, and to redefine the problem. Because we are distributed in many
contexts, with different school and community cultures, the strategies for engaging in potential answers
and solutions to problems may differ. But in defining and naming the things that challenge us, for which
we cannot easily discover a path to success, by trying and failing and reflecting, we can learn and create
pathways to achieve our goals – or perhaps the primary goal, of helping our students learn. What follows
is a conversation with Dr. Doug Achterman (DA) and Dr. Mary Ann Harlan (MH, italics) about wicked
questions that they are observing as relevant to school libraries.
School Library Staffing Numbers Have Declined
DA: In 2008, when I completed my dissertation on the relationship between strong school library
programs and student achievement in California, there were 1,253 teacher librarians in the state. Like
so many other of these studies, this one demonstrated that strong school library programs and student
achievement were related even after accounting for socio-economic factors (Achterman, 2008). Some
school districts support library programs because they see a clear value to their students and consider them
essential in the operation of a complete educational system. Most do not. Today, the number of teacher
librarians in California has declined to 859. And the trend began well before the economic downturn:
California has lost over 500 teacher librarians in the last fifteen years. Today just nine percent of
California’s public schools employ a teacher librarian even part time (California Department of Education,
2015).
From my vantage point as a community college librarian, the most troubling consequence of this
decline is the gross inequity of opportunity among our students. Students who come to community
college prepared to conduct rigorous research for their courses are at a distinct advantage, and while
college librarians routinely note the lack of information literacy skills among their students, instructors
continue to design research assignments that assume college level research abilities. And just as with the
acquisition of academic language, the development of information literacy skills enables new levels of
critical thinking. Students who come to college without such skills are more than doubly disadvantaged.
The wicked question is this: how can we frame school library staffing as the equity issue it is?
Equity, Resources and Human Capital
MH: This is a wicked question because as I read this a number of questions come to mind: Why doesn’t our
research have an impact? What is it that isn’t understood about librarians and information literacy? Why is
there a disconnect between K12 education and higher education, and a lack of articulation? But at its core
it introduces to me a question: Why is there a lack of understanding about a modern school librarian? I am
reminded of a position Dr. Ken Haycock (2013) has been speaking to in the past several years: it isn’t the school
library [program] that matters, it is the school librarian. The tendency to use school library programs, or school
libraries, seems to obscure the vital work that people do. And a tendency to equate equity with resources tends to
ignore human capital.  
DA: I’ve done work with faculties thinking about revitalizing their library spaces, and many of my
questions focus on the role the librarian might play in that space. But your point raises another issue
about the good work teacher librarians do. I remember you saying to me that we have this expectation
that teacher librarians will be superheroes, and that perhaps this is a set-up for failure. I have to say, I often
felt that superhero stance was the only attitude I could take in the face of the daily challenges of the job.
One question I come back to repeatedly is how a school culture either supports or obstructs the librarian’s
efforts. There is a body of literature about teacher librarians as change agents (Oberg, 2009; Todd,
2012). But fostering institutional change presents layers of complexity beyond the basic job description
of librarian, and without the right kind of support, it’s daunting to even consider. How can we use our
professional organization to provide a network of support and ongoing learning about change initiatives?
Teacher Librarian as Superhero
MH: As usual our conversations leave me thinking about several different things at once, and I struggle to
organize my thoughts. I want to address the superhero aspect of school librarianship first. When we were first
continued on next page
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continued from previous page
How do we
continue to
innovate,
teach,
celebrate
success, and
use our failure
to learn and
grow?

preparing the 2015 CSLA conference panel one of the issues that emerged was ‘burnout,’ which is related to
the idea of the challenges of being a change agent. Recently an assignment regarding the dispositions a teacher
librarian needs with pre-service teacher librarians (many of whom actually are working teacher librarians)
brought up this concern of burnout in regard to the disposition of resilency. If our newer teacher librarians are
worried about this we really need to think about that network of support, mentorship, and the real goal of
relationships among those in the profession. We know several people who were great teacher librarians who left
school libraries. Is this why? What can we do about this? And of course this returns me to a conversation we had
after that 2015 CSLA conference panel with Connie Williams and Debbie Abilock about how we talk about
success and how and why we don’t talk about failures. Which probably ties these ideas together – advocacy,
change, burnout, etc. How do we continue to innovate, teach, celebrate success, and use our failure to learn
and grow?
Common Core and the Librarian’s Role
DA: Diane Oberg notes that the school library itself is an example of an innovation in action -- a kind
of classroom that works in ways that upend traditional classroom practices and structures. Do you think
Common Core State Standards (CCSS) (National Governors Association, 2010) are helping to shift
thinking toward more inquiry-based pedagogy in a way that might make the teacher librarian’s role more
central to a school culture?
MH: Oh how I wish it were so. I think it could, and I see globally an increase in the interest in inquirybased pedagogy. But I still think CCSS is settling, that we aren’t sure of its impact on instruction. I think
testing is (unfortunately) part of that settling and might challenge the promise of CCSS in allowing for more
teacher freedom and student inquiry. I also see that it plays out very differently in different communities – some
have improved library services (if they can fill a position) and encouraged teacher librarians as leaders in CCSS,
and others have spent their monies and energies on instructional coaches, who don’t always have a good handle
on inquiry or the types of information literacy skills necessary to meet the standards related to research in CCSS.
Thinking about CCSS has me thinking a little bit about the balance between providing traditional services
such as readers advisory and research instruction and support, the emerging trends of makerspaces, and to some
extent, learning commons. I am a traditionalist at heart when it comes to libraries: I like stories, so I like
books. And that is what brought me to the library world. But what I loved about being in a school library is
that every day I was learning something new, and I was able to try new ideas and pedagogical styles in order
to help students pursue their own inquiry as well as their assignments, often quite traditional or what David
Loertscher (2005) refers to as a “bird report.” I am on board with the library being a place to do, not just a
place to get. I love that the school library is the only place on campus really that students can pursue personal
learning interests. But are we just rebranding ourselves? Can’t we do that as a library? And what do we lose
and what do we gain when we focus on having makerspaces in our library? Or a learning commons?
Impact on Student Achievement
DA: I think branding questions go back to question of a teacher librarian’s identity in a shifting
educational environment -- one that is not only technology and information rich, but is being pushed
both positively and negatively by generations of students who have experienced new kinds of learning
outside of school. To complicate this, the fact that we continue to ask fundamental questions about the
teacher librarian’s role speaks to the difficulty of measuring impact on student achievement. Anecdotally, I
have no doubt that a teacher librarian who pushes reading leads to more students reading more materials,
and that the increase in reading leads to higher achievement. Even this is difficult to prove empirically.
Teacher librarians engaging students in complex information problems may lead to increased information
literacy and student achievement. However, fluency with a complex process takes time to develop, and a
teacher librarian’s contribution to a student’s development may not manifest itself in the kinds of shortterm measurements we use.
MH: I think there is a broader wicked question for education here – what resources used in what ways are
the best practices for encouraging curiosity as a foundation for learning? Because we are part of a larger system
we have to engage the bigger questions that all teachers struggle with. To me, building networks across schools,
communities, and with each other is the only way to find some small answer to all of the questions we have. It
is our conversations as well as those I have with a wide variety of teachers that help me stay committed and
engaged, that give me energy, and make me a better professional.
Everyone should have the robust debates and conversations and seek answers to the wicked questions!
continued on next page
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DR. MARY ANN HARLAN
Dr. Mary Ann Harlan is a faculty member in the School of Information at San Jose State
University. She researches in the areas of youth digital literacy and information practices.
She coordinates the teacher librarian program, and teaches in the area of school librarianship.

are the best
practices for
encouraging
curiosity as a
foundation for
learning?

DR. DOUG ACHTERMAN
Dr. Doug Achterman is the head librarian at Gavilan College in Gilroy, California. He
serves on the executive board the Council of Chief Librarians, an advisory group
for California Community College libraries. He earned his Ph.D. in Interdisciplinary
Information Science from the University of North Texas in 2008; his dissertation
documents the strong relationship between school libraries and student achievement
in California’s public schools. He has authored numerous articles for library publications,
with an emphasis on literacy, information competency, and educational technology.

continued from page 3
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IN MEMORIUM

Milly Lee: In Memorium
Barbara Jeffus

M

ildred (Milly) Lee was a widely-recognized children’s author, school and county office of
education librarian, long time member of the California School Library Association (CSLA),
California Reading Association (CRA), American Library Association (ALA), and the
Association for Library Service to Children (ALSC). Milly grew up in San Francisco’s Chinatown in a
multigenerational household— grandparents, parents, siblings, aunts, uncles, and cousins all under one
roof. After the regular school day she attended Chinese school, speaking Cantonese at home and in the
neighborhood. Her three highly acclaimed children’s books, Nim and the War Effort, Earthquake, and
Landed, are all based on her family experiences in San Francisco. She revealed stories that many children
might not have heard about but Milly felt that it was important to portray Chinese American children
and provide a glimpse into their culture. School visits were one of Milly’s favorite activities because she
engaged students in lively discussions about immigration, censorship, racism, navigating bilingualism and
biculturalism, all topics that sparks California children’s interest.

Her books and her exceptional work locally, statewide, and nationally won many awards. Nim
was selected for the 1998 ALA Children’s Book Award List and in 2000 was identified by the ALSC
International Relations Committee as a picture book that celebrated the diverse cultures in American
society. Among other awards:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Reading the World Award in 2003.
The Notable Children’s Trade Book Award in 2007 for Landed.
California Commonwealth Club Book Award, also for Landed.
The International Reading Association Celebrate Literacy Award.
The CRA Marcus Foster Award in 2009.
The Friends of Children & Literature Book Award (FOCAL) in 2010.
The CRA Armin R. Schulz Literacy Award in 2012.

Milly was a member of the prestigious Caldecott, Newbury, and California Young Reader Medal
Committees and was active in bringing outstanding authors to CSLA and CRA conferences. She was
awarded an Honorary Membership to CSLA in1992. She was a mentor to the librarians in Sonoma
County and brought a practical, but light-hearted, approach to librarianship that resonates today in those
she mentored. A touching video of Milly Lee, “The Milly Lee Project 1,” can be found on YouTube at
https://youtube.be/LlVpeEt96xM.
We thank Milly for her wisdom, grace, good humor and for the difference she made in libraries and
literacy. She lives on through her stories and in our hearts.
CSLA thanks Nancy Rogers-Zegarra, Past President of the California Reading Association, for
contributing her memories for this memorial.
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FEATURED AUTHOR

Magical World of Readers and Writers
Virginia Loh-Hagan

Struggling
readers have a
special place in
my heart.

O

ne of the perks of being a children’s book author is meeting my young fans. I did an author visit
earlier this month and met a darling first grader. This is a transcription of our conversation – I
have changed his name to protect the innocent:
Me: Hello, Jeff!
Jeff: How did you know my name?
Me: I have magical powers.
Jeff: Really!? That’s cool.
Me: I’m just kidding. I read your nametag.
Jeff: WOW! You can read?!?!?!

For a first grader, magic probably seems more attainable than reading. Like other early elementary
students, Jeff spends his entire day learning how to decipher little squiggly marks on a page. He is told that
these marks are supposed to have meaning. They are supposed to increase knowledge. They are supposed
to bring joy. But, for a beginning reader, reading does not always seem joyful. It is complicated. It is hard.
For some, it can be downright frustrating. For these students, reading can be a lifelong struggle.
Writing for Struggling Readers
Struggling readers have a special place in my heart. They need opportunities to
experience the magic of reading. As an author, I seek to create stories that invite
them into my imagination. As a teacher, I seek to provide them with tools and
tricks to decode, comprehend, and transact. As a reader, I seek to embrace them
in my community of book-lovers, the best club in the world. I am proud to be
part of a new initiative to create accessible texts for struggling readers. Cherry Lake
Publishing created a new imprint named 45th Parallel Press. Our goal is to create
Hi-Lo books that address content of high interest to older readers but that are
carefully crafted to provide an easy reading experience for struggling or reluctant
readers. I have written over 70 books for this imprint, including series about
monsters, extreme sports, odd jobs, how-to guides for projects, and extreme animals. What makes these
books magical is that all readers have access to them. No one should be denied the joys of reading.
Seeing Ourselves in Books
In addition to caring about struggling readers, I also have a soft spot for diverse readers. All human
beings should be able to see people who look like them reflected in the stories they read. A magical
moment for me was when my fourth-grade teacher read aloud Bette Bao Lord’s In the Year of the Boar
and Jackie Robinson (1984). For the first time, the main character looked like me and shared similar
experiences with me. I felt really cool. In fact, I remember prancing around at recess and pontificating on
all things Chinese. The main character, Shirley Temple Wong, helped me feel
proud of my cultural heritage.
As such, I tend to write stories about Asian Americans so that today’s young
readers can feel proud of their heritages. My book, Paper Son: Lee’s Journey to
America, is co-written by Helen Foster James and illustrated by Wilson Ong.
This book has been a magical experience. I was inspired to write about the Angel
Island experience while teaching fourth grade. Since the curriculum required
the teaching of California history, I wanted to focus on the immigration and
contributions of Chinese Californians.
To my dismay, I realized that there was a dearth of historical fiction books
about the paper son experience. And then the fun began. Through the magical power of researching,
writing, collaborating, illustrating and publishing, Paper Son was born. It has recently been nominated for
a 2016-2017 California Young Reader Medal in the Picture Books for Older Readers category. I love the
idea of this category – picture books can and should be enjoyed by all readers! There is magic in how the
text and illustrations interact with each other to tell a story.
Ideas Turn Into Stories
My newest book is entitled PoPo’s Lucky Chinese New Year. This book will be published by Sleeping Bear
10
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...there is
nothing more
magical than a
library.

Press and illustrated by Renne Benoit. It will be released in December 2016 (I am so excited!). Like all
books, this book has been touched by magic. It started as a PowerPoint presentation for one of my popular
author visits on the Chinese New Year. Eventually it took the shape of a picture book told from the pointof-view of a spunky Chinese-American girl. It’s simply amazing how ideas turn into stories; ideas shift
shapes and stories magically appear.
The Magic of Libraries and Books...and Authors!
But, there is nothing more magical than a library. No other place in the world
lets complete strangers come in and take a bunch of stuff home with a promise
to return it all in three weeks. Library users are charmed by a book-lovers code
of ethics. We delight in the sharing of books with the greater community. We are
enchanted by the shelves and shelves of bound adventures.
So, this means that librarians are book-wizards. They have a special type of
magic. They change lives. In elementary school, I went to the school library every
day, before and after school. I didn’t have the best childhood and the library was a
safe place for me. It felt like home. I was an early and avid reader. When I was in
the second grade, I remember my teacher told me that I wasn’t ready for chapter
books. She told me to keep reading picture books. I listened to her, but when the school library clerk told
me I was ready, and put a brand new paperback copy of L.M. Montgomery’s Anne of Green Gables (1908)
in my hands, a new world opened up. I fell in love with the redheaded orphan and with Prince Edward
Island. I read every book in that series and kept on reading. The school library clerk taught me a huge life
lesson: to never let anyone tell me what I can or cannot read.
Today, the fact that people actually check out my books from the library brings me great joy. I have
benefitted from libraries my whole entire life. I feel honored to be able to give a little back by taking up
some space in the “L” section of library shelves. It’s like I’m sprinkling a little magical dust into the world.
I do have magical powers: I read and write....
References
Loh-Hagan, V. & James, H.F. (2013). Paper son: Lee’s journey to America. Ann Arbor, MI: Sleeping
Bear Press.
Loh-Hagan, V. (2016). PoPo’s lucky Chinese New Year. Ann Arbor, MI: Sleeping Bear Press.
Lord, B.B. (1984). In the year of the boar and Jackie Robinson. New York: Harper & Row.
Montgomery, L.M. (1908). Anne of green gables. Boston MA: L.C. Page & Co.

DR. VIRGINIA LOH-HAGAN
Dr. Virginia Loh-Hagan is an author, educator, and curriculum designer. She has over 70 publications
and serves on several book award committees. She is a faculty member and credential program
leader at San Diego State University. She lives in southern California with her tall husband and two
naughty dogs.
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MAKe YOUR CASE
STUDENT PREPARATION

Ready to get Students College/Career Ready? What’s the
Teacher Librarian’s Role?
Lesley Farmer

Because TLs
work with the
entire school
community
and all grades,
they are well
positioned
to play a
significant
role….

S

chools have a mission to prepare students for college/career readiness. That means graduates will be
able to enter post-secondary venues ready to take on those new challenges with the learning tools and
habits they gained in K-12. Increasingly, high schools are providing career pathway curricula so that
students can use a career “lens” as they study social and “hard” sciences. Nevertheless, career exploration
and planning is less ubuiquitous, especially as school counselors are burdened with the many demands put
upon them. Enter the teacher librarian (TL).
Because TLs work with the entire school community and all grades, they are well positioned to play a
significant role in college/career readiness initiatives. They offer a unique set of assets: print and digital
resources (including career/college specific information), research guides, information and technology
literacy instruction, and individualized help. Furthermore, they can liaise with local university librarians to
facilitate communication and articulation between these two academic levels.
Four Factors for Student Success
So, what do students need to know and do to be successful in college and career? According to the
2015 American College Test (ACT) report, the following four factors impact student success significantly:
Participant Reviews
• Core academic skills: subject-specific knowledge and skills
• Cross-cutting capabilities: information and technology literacy, collaborative problem-solving,
metacognition, and learning/study skills
• Behavioral skills: interpersonal skills, self-regulation, workplace habits
• Education and career navigation skills: getting informed, planning, and implementing decisions.
The most obvious area of interest for TLs is the cross-cutting section. Do students have those
competencies? In their study of community college students, Gross and Lathan (2012) found that many
students come to college with below-proficient information literacy skills, but have inflated views of their
abilities. As a result, they are less likely to ask for academic help. About half of the students said they
received formal information literacy instruction, and many stated that they learned on their own or from
peers. Such reliance on informal education can have serious negative consequences.
A Shortage of Qualified Teacher Librarians
TLs are the most likely educators to advocate and spearhead formal explicit information literacy
instruction, either in collaboration with classroom teachers or as a stand-alone learning experience. Yet
challenges to such implementation exist. Information and digital literacies are seldom “mapped” onto the
curriculum systematically. Few classroom teachers know how to teach—or even use--information or digital
literacies. Few teachers or administrators learned about information literacy or libraries in their academic
preparation. Moreover, many schools lack teacher librarians, who are information/digital literacy experts
as well as teachers and collaborators.
Information and Technology Literacy is Key
One way to address this conundrum is to use college/career readiness as a curricular and collaborative
“hook.” Using ACT’s list of success factors, TLs can work with their school communities to assess the
school’s current efforts in these areas, both in terms of the academic curriculum as well as co-curricular.
They might find that education and career navigation skills are difficult to provide systematically, for
instance. TLs can make a solid case that these skills require information and technology literacy: to locate
relevant resources and evaluate them critically, to interpret and organize findings, and to make valid
decisions based on their information.
At the middle school level, for instance, the TL and counselor can provide a quarter-long course on
career exploration and planning, which can also link to academic domains. The high school curriculum
could be mapped in terms of the cross-cutting capabilities and college/career navigation skills, integrating
those factors into their courses via one unit per year in a different subject domain each time. At the very
least, TLs can provide bibliographies of college/career resources in the library collection, and create a
college/career information page on the library portal. To jumpstart the webpage, TLs should be sure to
include:
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For adults:
• http://www.cde.ca.gov/eo/in/cr/p21cskls.asp
• http://connectedcalifornia.org/direct/files/resources/RevED_CACRF%20paper_final%20
txt_v4.pdf
• http://www.rcoe.us/educational-services/files/2012/08/Anchor-Standards-for-College-andCareer-Readiness.pdf
• https://www2.ed.gov/policy/elsec/leg/blueprint/college-career-ready.pdf
• http://www.ccrscenter.org/
• https://lp.collegeboard.org/counselor-resources
For students:
• http://www.californiacareers.info/
• http://www.edd.ca.gov/
• http://www.jobstar.org/
• http://careercompetencies.org
• http://www.edutopia.org/stw-college-career-resources
Steps to Communication and Collaboration
In any case, working within the school community or connecting with academic librarians,
communication and collaboration are critical. Some simple steps follow:
1. Share and compare content standards and information literacy standards (such as the California
Model School Library Standards) in light of college/career readiness.
2. See how these standards align with Common Core State Standards, again using a college/career
readiness lens.
3. Share learning activities and student work, and assess how they reflect college/career readiness.
4. Share library resources and services that can support college/career readiness.
5. Develop information-rich learning activities that facilitate college/career readiness, beginning
with ideas that focus on TL expertise and include: databases, primary sources, Internet searching, citation style, consuming and critiquing information.
6. Pilot-test instruction and learning activities. Assess results, and modify efforts as needed.
7. Share success stories with the rest of the community and with academic counterparts.
With these resources and suggested steps to follow, by being proactive and involving all stakeholders,
TLs can more effectively become integral to the mission of preparing all students for career/college
readiness.
References
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Teacher Librarians and the Advocacy Road:
Working with Local Unions and Task Forces
Rosan Cable
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positive and
reminded
school board
members of
the important
services TLs
bring to a
campus.

M

y journey as a teacher librarian (TL) began in 2008 when my professional duties were
providing library services full-time at my intermediate school. The start of the next school
year brought changes that resulted in library services being reduced to half-time, which
translated into being in the library three periods and in a classroom three periods. This plan was soon
replaced with the next district library plan: intermediate school TLs were assigned library duties for one
period and the other five periods they were assigned to teach in the classroom.
For the next three years, library services followed the 1:5 model until, in May 2013, a district letter
stated that TLs would no longer be in the library during the school day for the following school year.
So, within a six-year span, the teacher librarian position went from full-time status to library services
being provided solely outside of the school day.
Union Support for Teacher Librarians
The funding decisions made by my district (and many others throughout the state) prompted action
on behalf of the teacher librarians. In 2008, the union president helped TLs prepare and present a
library services document to the school board in an effort to curtail the cutbacks. Unfortunately, that
effort did not result in the reinstatement of library services. Since this strategy was not getting the
desired results, I decided to begin my advocacy from a different approach. In 2013, I was elected as a
union representative for my school site. I had no idea where this new role would lead me, but I was
willing to try this route to help create a new library plan for our district.
A Library Task Force is Formed
At the very first union meeting I attended, I was asked about my site’s issues. The door was opening
sooner than I had predicted! I shared the concern that library services were nonexistent during the
school day at each school. In the next month, a union board member contacted me about helping
to create a library task force to implement change. This process was edifying because we researched
California education codes that relate to school libraries, thoroughly read credential authorizations
and the Model School Library Standards (Ong, 2010), and scoured the Common Core State Standards
(National Governors Association, 2010) for relevant information to support library staffing.
The union library task force began small by including intermediate TLs, and then expanded to
include the high school TLs. Meetings were held to solicit help in researching, gathering support,
and creating the document to present to stakeholders. From September to June, I attended all union
meetings and was often called upon to speak to union representatives about library services. I never
shied away from any impromptu questions or the opportunity to share updates. I had a captive
audience willing to learn about library services through their questions.
Task Forces Merge
In January 2014, the district and union library task forces merged together. The new district library
task force members included an assistant superintendent, three principals, two teacher librarians, the
union president, and the union secretary. This new task force met a few times to discuss the role of
teacher librarians, new library services, and ways to support teacher librarians. The members were
influential district leaders, willing to listen to new ideas, who wanted to form a vision for “new” library
services for the district. What a great opportunity to help make positive changes for the district!
Presenting to the School Board
In the spring of 2014, the union decided to have members speak at a school board meeting. With
a concerted effort, many issues were addressed, one of which was the lack of library services. I
volunteered to speak on behalf of library services and during my address I remained positive and
reminded school board members of the important services TLs bring to a campus.
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In June 2014, the district announced full-time library services would be reinstated at the high schools
while the intermediate schools would follow a co-teach model I created that incorporated library
services for part of the day. These changes were a direct result of the joint library task force and speaking
to the school board. Another library task force meeting addressed the need to support TLs returning
to the library, so monthly professional development meetings were approved that would begin in the
new school year. The joint library task force helped move forward a positive library services plan that
included the hiring of two full-time TLs!
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Staying Current with Library Practices and Issues
During the tumultuous years of being a part-time TL, I made every effort to attend library
conferences, including CSLA and ALA. At CSLA conferences I attended sessions that would keep me
informed about current library practices and advocacy measures. I gained so much from listening to
and acting upon advice I was given. I also approached presenters to ask for more help, which they were
always willing to give. Through my professional learning community, I became a more knowledgeable
TL and was able to share new information with stakeholders and colleagues.
Lessons Learned
The lessons I learned along this new “union” and “library task force” pathway that I wish to share
include:
• Remain positive.  
• A process takes time.
• Remember that others are watching you, and if you are deemed a leader who is honest and
hard-working, they will follow.
• Know your education codes and library credential authorizations.
• Seek help from your union representatives; they support you, too.
• Speak whenever you have an opportunity.
• Gather as many allies as possible: elementary, intermediate, high school teachers; union members; principals; parents; PTA and school board members; and community members.
• Be active in your school and union.
The success of this effort does not end here. We will continue to work together, through union and
task force pathways to maintain and improve library services.
References
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And the Winner Is… Recognition (and Funds) for Your
School Library Program

C

SLA Members do amazing work and CSLA wants to showcase the great things
that are happening in school libraries in California. This is an opportunity
to celebrate the work of students and colleagues, as well as advocate for your
school library program.
Think about the CSLA awards that have a monetary tie as a mini-grant opportunity,
requiring far less paperwork than many other grant opportunities. The Leadership for
Diversity Award and the Technology Award each come with $1000 for your school
library. The Demco/ Betty Barkema Grant Award is $5000, the Good Ideas! Award
provides a conference registration discount of $50, and other awards, both Regional
and State, range from $350 to $1500. Listed below are the awards, grants, and
scholarships currently available:
Administrative Leadership Award honors administrators with direct responsibility for a school or group of schools who have made influential, unique and
sustained contributions to effective school library programs, furthering the
integral role of the library media programs in elementary and/or secondary
schools.
Advocate for School Libraries Award honors a person or group
(not currently employed in the school library) who has advocated
for school libraries within the past year.
Good Ideas! Award recognizes and publicizes effective, impactful,
collaboratively planned and implemented library media units of
instruction or lessons that successfully meets the standards outlined
in CSLA’s Standards and Guidelines for Strong School Libraries
and/or the Model School Library Standards for California Public
Schools, and impacted student learning.
Honorary Membership Award recognizes retired CSLA members who have
made outstanding contributions to school library programs and the Association over a sustained period of time. No more than three Honorary Memberships are awarded each year.
Leadership for Diversity Award recognizes an elementary
or secondary teacher librarian who has facilitated a lesson
or project in collaboration with a classroom teacher that
promotes multicultural literature or media and emphasizes
diversity in any curricular area.
Demco/Presidents’ Award is presented to an outstanding teacher librarian selected by the State, Northern, and
Southern section presidents. The award money may be
applied to transportation, lodging, conference registration
fees, and incidental expenses. This award honors an individual who, through the school library program, has directly
affected students and teachers.
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Mackin/Technology Award is a opportunity for teacher
librarians to showcase successful 21st century technology
integration, showing how they are using and promoting
the use of technology tools within their school or district,
as well as the ways they are collaborating with teachers to
combine technology with curriculum to research or present
information.
Demco/Betty Barkema School Library Improvement Grant
provides $5,000.00 to purchase library furniture, supplies,
and promotional materials necessary to create a stimulating
learning environment. Applicants must be CSLA members.
Leadership for Diversity Scholarship recognizes the need for teacher librarians
who reflect the diversity of California’s multicultural, multilingual population. One award annually will be given to an individual enrolled in a college or
university teacher librarian credential program.
Earlene Billing First-Timer Conference Scholarship is a $350 scholarship for
a CSLA teacher librarian to attend a CSLA Conference for the first time. This
scholarship was established in memory of Earlene Billing
Jewell Gardiner Memorial Scholarship, awarded by the Northern Region of
CSLA, is a $1,000 scholarship awarded twice each year to an outstanding
CSLA Northern Section member enrolled in a Teacher Librarian credential
program.
Paraprofessional Scholarship, presented by the CSLA Northern Region, is
an educational scholarship to assist library paraprofessionals in completing a
school library technician/paraprofessional certificate program OR a class(es)
that supports the school library program through job-related skills.
Teacher Librarian Scholarship, awarded by the CSLA Southern Region in
the amount of $1,000, is intended to assist those persons seeking preparation
leading toward a degree or credential to work as a professional in the school
library.
Paraprofessional Scholarship, a CSLA Southern Region award, is an educational scholarship in the amount of $500 for library paraprofessionals to assist
in completing a school library technician/paraprofessional certificate program
or obtaining a teaching credential with the ultimate goal of pursuing a teacher
librarian credential.
The deadline for all State Awards and Scholarships is October 7, 2016. More
information about awards, grants and scholarships can be found at http://csla.net/,
click on Awards, Award Applications and Scholarship Options.
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Vista Unified School District Teacher Librarians
Advocate for All School Libraries
Nancy Tubbs

The VUSD
model plan
has had
an impact
on library
services
throughout
the state.

M

uch has happened for the Teacher Librarians (TLs) of the Vista Unified School District in the
year since they presented at the 2015 California School Library Association (CSLA) annual
conference. Since then, they have experienced the school library world’s version of “fifteen
minutes of fame.” When asked a year ago to write of their experiences for the CSLA Journal, they never
dreamed there would be additional information to share one year later.
Both the article and the first presentation were titled, Rising from the Ashes: The Rebirth of the
School Library After Years of Cutbacks. They detailed how Vista Unified School District’s (VUSD)
superintendent, Dr. Devin Vodicka, initiated a task force to redesign library services for the district. The
result of that task force, the Model Library of Education Excellence and Innovation, is a strategic plan for
library services for all of VUSD. The story of the task force and the resulting model plan became the
basis for the CSLA 2015 conference presentation and the article for the CSLA Journal.
This year, when asked for a follow-up article, I thought I would be writing only about the successes,
problems, and next steps of the model plan. The VUSD TL team presented Risen from the Ashes:
The State of Library Services in VUSD After Implementation of the Model Plan at the 2016 CSLA state
conference, where attendees were updated on the plan. However, we soon realized that the VUSD story
is really one of advocacy. The VUSD model plan has had an impact on library services throughout the
state. I hope that further sharing of the VUSD story will continue to have a positive effect on other
school districts and their libraries. After all, the motto of the VUSD TLs is: “never give up; never
surrender” – and they won’t – on their own advocacy and on yours.
The Model Plan
The library services model plan was developed based on four service priorities. The task force
determined these service priorities after months of meetings, information sessions, and discussion. The
guiding questions enabled the task force to agree upon focus areas, strategies, and action steps that
transform each of the service priorities into opportunities for growth and change for all VUSD libraries.
1.
Libraries of the Future
a) What will they look like?
b) How will they be staffed?
c) How will services be delivered?
2.
Support for Educational Excellence
a) How will the Common Core State Standards (CCSS) fit within the VUSD library programs?
b) Can we follow the Model School Library Standards (MSLS) as adopted by the state of California?
c) What professional development will be needed?
3.
Innovation Plans
a) How do we ensure equity of access?
b) What funding will be needed to increase our resources?
c) Can we implement a one-to-one device program?
4.
Facility and Environmental Considerations
a) What should our physical spaces look like?
b) What should our physical spaces be able to provide? For staff? For students? For the community?
The model plan was board-approved prior to the formation of the VUSD Local Control Accountability
Plan (LCAP), so it was somewhat delayed in implementation until all the new budgeting issues were
determined. Once implementation of the model plan was underway, VUSD soon experienced many
successes (and a few disappointments, of course).
The Successes
VUSD library services and staff have benefited from a number of accomplishments through
implementation of the model plan. The most significant of the successes was the restoration of fulltime status (eight hour day) for every elementary and middle school library media technician (LMT).
The hours of these positions had been reduced during the recessionary budget cuts. Additionally,
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through a program offered by the San Diego County Office of Education (SDCOE), the LMTs at all
levels became certified Instructional Media Resource Assistants (IMRA). This was suggested by the
professional development guidelines of the model plan. These two successes have given the VUSD LMTs
a new outlook and the confidence to move forward in other areas of the plan, which has led to even more
success:
• Flexible scheduling for class visits
• More programs
• Time to weed collections
• Transforming spaces based on the Learning Commons model  
• Better communication between library and administration at sites
VUSD also added one full-time TL to provide more support to both the elementary LMTs and the
budding International Baccalaureate (IB) programs at two of the elementary and one of the middle
schools.
VUSD has increased and improved resources by adding to the existing services of the Destiny
and EBSCO contracts. VUSD now has Destiny Resources to manage assets – most notably devices
that are warehoused, managed, and distributed through the libraries. The EBSCO database offerings
were increased by the addition of almost 20,000 e-books through the EBSCO eBooks subscription.
Additionally, every site now has Junior Library Guild (JLG) subscriptions. Considering that some of the
elementary sites in the past had received no funding whatsoever for their libraries, these additions are
significant – and becoming more equitable.
Room for Growth and Improvement
Surprisingly, the biggest area in which the model plan struggles to succeed is with the concept of
equitable site funding. All sites gained the JLG subscriptions as mentioned previously. Libraries also now
experience a greater awareness of the services they can offer to support student achievement. However,
the big disconnect is with the interpretation and understanding of the concept of “principal’s discretion.”
VUSD Finance now provides equitable funds to each of the sites as per the model plan, but as yet, no
provision has been made to protect these funds. Each principal can spend site money wherever he or she
sees the need. Some principals honor the model plan and provide the funds for their libraries. Others just
consider the funds part of the “pot” of money they received and use the library funds for other needs.
This has been an ongoing source of frustration for the library team and the topic of much discussion with
district administrators. Hopefully, with time this discrepancy will be resolved.
A second provision of the model plan that remains unmet is the addition of another district-wide
research database. District administrators have agreed that a database such as World Book Online would
be a valuable addition, but somehow they cannot agree that funds are available for such a purchase
through the LCAP plan. The entire VUSD library team continues to provide feedback wherever and
whenever possible as LCAP revisions and decisions are made. As stated earlier, they never give up!
The model plan calls for changes and improvements to facilities and increases in technology. Since
VUSD strives to become a one-to-one device district and has centralized facilities improvement, both
of these goals have actually moved outside the purview of the plan to general plans of the district as a
whole. This is a positive development since now the libraries will have these needs met outside of library
budgets. It does mean, however, that each site must wait its turn in the queue and be patient as resources
are allocated.
The biggest goal of the plan may never actually be achieved, but is one upon which the VUSD TLs will
not give up. This goal is to follow the staffing model as laid out in the California Model School Library
Standards (MSLS). At a minimum, the team would like to see TLs alongside our LMTs at every district
middle school.
Impact
In spite of some of the setbacks within VUSD, the TLs realize that they are having a positive effect on
both their own and other districts. The feedback they receive from library professionals who attend their
presentations, or read articles like this one, keep them fighting for improved library services throughout
the entire state of California. As a result of the presentation of their model plan at the 2015 CSLA state
conference, the TLs of VUSD have enjoyed the following:
• Flexible scheduling for class visits
• More programs
• Time to weed collections
• Transforming spaces based on the learning commons model  
• Better communication between library and administration at sites
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Two of the more exciting “accomplishments” have been the impact they have had on the Sweetwater
Union High School District and the Healdsburg Unified School District. TL Erin Southam of Hilltop
Middle School in Sweetwater stated, “We used your plan as an example when we met with the head
of Curriculum and Instruction to let him know that we were interested in revising our district plan.”
Sweetwater has since fully embedded library services into its LCAP. Ironically, VUSD TLs are now using
Sweetwater as an example to their own district, hoping to garner more support for library services and
the model plan through the VUSD LCAP.
Loreen Azevedo of Healdsburg attended the VUSD TL’s 2015 CSLA state conference presentation
and followed up by reviewing their 2016 presentation on the CSLA conference website. She explained
in an email, “I immediately went back and gutted my in-progress, first attempt draft of our small
district library plan in favor of your model and process.” Healdsburg has since experienced successes
similar to those of VUSD – increased funding, added positions, and improved collections. Stories such
as these keep the VUSD TLs motivated to continue sharing their story.
They will continue to advocate within our district, and they will help you in your district in any way
they can. Feel free to reach out to any member of the team and check out the resources on the various
links provided.
The next time you are at the CSLA state conference, look for them, the proud Teacher Librarians
of the Vista Unified School District. They always dress alike to help people remember them and to
emphasize that there is strength in numbers. They never give up, and they never surrender. They hope
you won’t either.
Supplemental Information
All resources are located at http://bit.ly/1zOLIFo
The VUSD Model Library of Educational Excellence and Innovation Strategic Plan and other
information about the Vista Unified School District can be found at www.vistausd.org
The Teacher Librarians are willing to answer questions about this process and may
be reached via email:
• Nancy Tubbs, Rancho Buena Vista High School – nancytubbs@vistausd.org  
• Denise Robertson, Vista High School – deniserobertson@vistausd.org  
• Jennifer Stone, Mission Vista High School – jenniferstone@vistausd.org  
• Ranae Mathias, Vista Design & Innovation Academy – ranaemathias@
vistausd.org
Library Renaissance map started by Seattle’s Craig Seasholes https://www.google.com/maps/d/
edit?mid=zZMfLZef4Pw4.ktxahXS423-8
A Tale of Three Cities -- 2015 http://www.slj.com/2015/08/budgets-funding/how-three-californiacities-fought-to-save-school-libraries/
Rising from the Ashes – 2015 CSLA State Conference PowerPoint presentation https://drive.google.
com/file/d/0BxQdMSkUEpmPM29FbDRKWXBJRWc/view?usp=sharing
Risen from the Ashes – 2016 CSLA State Conference PowerPoint presentation https://drive.google.
com/file/d/0BxQdMSkUEpmPTi01NmRvMXdWdEE/view?usp=sharing
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Teacher Librarians of VUSD (l-r) Ranae Mathias, Nancy Tubbs (author), Denise Robertson, Jennifer Stone
The Teacher Librarians of the Vista Unified School District have a combined total of almost 50 years of library experience
and many more than that in education. They have been a team for many years. They are strong advocates for library
services in their own district and strive to help others become advocates in theirs.
The author of this article, Nancy Tubbs, is currently the TL at Rancho Buena Vista High School, part of VUSD in north San
Diego County. She writes on behalf of the Vista TL team with their input, support, and encouragement.

California School Library Foundation is a tax-exempt charitable foundation. Donations submitted to the
Foundation fund projects that support California school library services. You can target your donation for
a specific project or for general support. You will receive an email donation receipt for your tax records.

•
•
•

Donate by check.
Buy products at the Library Advocacy Store
Donate to the Remembrance, Tribute and Planned Giving Fund in honor of an individual or occasion

CONTACT:
foundation@csla.net
6444 E. Spring Street, #237
Long Beach CA 90815-1553

Tax ID: 501(C)3 20-1864241.
(CSLA Members, please login & select My Donations)
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Content Marketing Your Library
Brigeen Houghton

…why is it that
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their very
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or years I have attended conferences and listened to teacher librarians speak about the high quality
services they provide. Often these services are themed around literacy, research, digital citizenship
and technology, all essential skills for the 21st century learner. So why is it that school libraries
continue to fight for their very existence? Well-funded school libraries are the exception rather than
the norm, and when flexible funding does become available it is often diverted to areas other than the
school library. In an attempt to answer this question, I decided to take a look at how school libraries are
perceived and how they might market themselves to change their image.
Perception
For many years there was a profitable consumer electronics company called Radio Shack. RadioShack
was considered by most to be the destination for electronics needs. If anyone lost a cord to the VCR, or
needed parts for the home phone, they knew that RadioShack would carry the part and the staff would
be knowledgeable enough to help them solve their problem. In addition to its favorable reputation,
RadioShack was a well-run company financially. It had a large distribution network and moved away
from radios to early computers and mobile phones as the technology landscape changed. But somehow,
this solid company with a good reputation declared bankruptcy earlier this year (Ruiz & De La Merced,
2016). How could such a good thing go bad?
RadioShack did little to transform itself into a destination place like the Apple store, as computers and
cell phones began to merge into one unit. “The huge shift to digital passed them by,” explain Brown and
Hals (2014). In short, RadioShack failed to market itself to younger “app minded” consumers.
What is the perception of those outside school library circles when school libraries are mentioned?
Are they still associated with a large room filled with shelves of books neatly displayed by their spines
and overdue fines? Does the library staff still measure itself by the quantity of books in the room, and
circulation statistics? If so, is this valuable to their customers, the school library users? Is this image
similar to that of RadioShack? School libraries may be perceived as a value in a bygone era, something
that the digital era has passed by. Modern school libraries provide many services in addition to checking
out books, so perhaps content marketing might help change the image, and therefore the perceived
value, of school libraries.
Content Marketing
“Content marketing is the marketing and business process for creating and distributing relevant and
valued content to attract, acquire, and engage a clearly defined and understood target audience” (Pulizzi,
2016). In content marketing the producers of a product or service try to understand the journey their
customers make, starting with discovering they have a need, finding their product or service, purchasing
it, consuming it, and then reflecting upon the level of satisfaction provided. In other words, they are
looking at the consumer experience associated with their product or service. This journey is called the
“sales and marketing funnel” (Skloot, 2016). Since our product is the school library, I am going to call
it the “library funnel.” The customers, school library users, take this journey: discovering they have a
need, finding their way to the library, interacting with the library materials and staff, and evaluating their
satisfaction with the service provided. To be successful, library personnel must apply the library funnel to
each of their customers.
The Library Funnel
To start the library funnel we must consider the behavior and preferences of all potential customers.
In a school library those target customers are students, teachers, administrators, parents, and the
community. Consider the following questions as they relate to these target customers:
• Which of them has the greatest understanding of the services provided in the school library?
• Which of them spends the most time in the school library?  
• Which of them is helped the most by the programs and services provided in the school library?
• Which of them has the most decision-making power where the school library is concerned?
Frequently, those with the greatest decision-making power spend the least amount of time in the
school library, and have the least understanding of the services provided. In other words, what have you
done for your decision makers recently? How did you solve one of his/her problems? Was the solution
satisfactory to him/her? Content marketing suggests that we match our services with the needs of our
customers, and that we engage and solidify our customer relationships.
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What is the
perception
of those
outside school
library circles
when school
libraries are
mentioned?

Most school library staff work closely with students and teachers. Successful school library programs
provide a highly satisfying experience for students and teachers. Having satisfied students and teachers
creates a buzz about the school library that indirectly informs parents, administrators, and community.
Decision-makers may gain basic information about school library activities and schedules through their
interaction with students and teachers. However, direct interaction with the library staff is required for
decision makers to develop a deeper understanding of the school library’s educational goals.
In addition, library staff need to understand the challenges faced by parents, administrators, and
community in order to demonstrate how the school library can be part of their solutions. Oftentimes
this requires the library staff to schedule time outside of the school library that is convenient for their
decision makers. Evidence of the value of school library services has to be portable in the form of student
work, images, video, and a Web presence. But evidence alone is not sufficient to change perception.
Library staff must craft the story of student achievement in their school library. They must be present to
answer questions, follow up on requests, and demonstrate how the school library will achieve a desired
educational outcome either through evidence or a proposal.
The Library Marketing Statement or Story
In crafting the marketing story for the school library, library staff need to answer the following
questions:
• To whom are you telling your story?
• How do they benefit?
• What does success look like?
• What is the school library’s part?
A successful marketing story will describe the school library as the hub of the school. The story will
include a library team that knows the educational goals they want to achieve, the educational content
that will achieve these goals, and the support necessary to create the educational content. In this story,
customers of the school library have a deep understanding of the programs and activities provided by
the school library, and have confidence in the library staff because their needs have been met. As a result
of successful creation and implementation of the library marketing story, the school library becomes a
destination for students, teachers, parents, administrators, and the community, while the library staff is
seen as critical to this success.
Ultimately school libraries need to transform their image from that of RadioShack to the Apple Store
through satisfied user experiences that fuel innovation and change in the future. What is your library
story?

Library goals align with school goals, which are aligned to district goals, which take into account the
needs of the community.
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Better Together! Partnering for Success
Deborah Stanley

Partnering
with fellow
teachers can
begin with just
one successful
teaming
experience
that generates
vibes among
other
teachers…

T

he CSLA Conference Committee members made partnerships the focus of the 2016 conference,
and began their planning by setting goals. Their first goal was to determine the structure and
purposes of the conference partnerships:
• Addressing common educational issues and trends by creating two theme days: reading/libraries day featuring fellow state literary organizations and SSSTEAM day that included state
organizations for Social Studies, Science, Technology, Engineering, Art, and Math.
• Building teamwork by inviting partners to present sessions at the CSLA Conference and
reciprocating by presenting at the conferences of partner organizations.
• Meeting the needs of teachers and teacher librarians to promote student achievement in
Common Core State Standards (CCSS) across all grade levels and subject areas through
direct contact with members of partner organizations.

What can partnering do for you? As a teacher librarian, partnering with your school site peers
opens the doorway to collaborating on units and lessons that support CCSS to enable greater student
achievement both in the content area and in research skills and strategies. For your library, partnering
with other school or public libraries can expand your pool of print and non-print resources when
budgets are limited.
Identifying Potential Partners
The next step for the CSLA conference committee was to identify other state educational
organizations as potential partners. Beth Olshewsky, 2015-2016 CSLA President, noted:
This past year CSLA reached out to potential partner organizations
that share our student-centered values and goals. We share our
students’ interests in common, and we have the potential for great
work when we come together for their benefit.
For the Saturday reading/libraries day, organizations identified included the California Reading
Association (CRA), the California Library Association, (CLA), and the California Association for
Teachers of English (CATE). For the Sunday SSSTEAM day, organizations identified included
California Council for Social Studies (CCSS), California Science Teachers Association (CSTA),
Computer Using Educators (CUE) for technology, California Art Education Association (CAEA), and
California Mathematics Council (CMC).
Who are your partners? Partnering with fellow teachers can begin with just one successful teaming
experience that generates vibes among other teachers who “want to do that too!”
Extending Invitations
How do you reach out? At your school site, you invite a collaborating teacher to meet with you and
plan the unit, you issue invitations through a newsletter or website, or you turn a casual conversation
into an opportunity to invite collaboration. For the conference committee, outreach meant developing
an invitation to the “Doorways to Diversity” February 2016 CSLA conference in San Diego. As
Partner Association Liaison Chair, I developed the invitation with oversight from the 2016 conference
leadership team, consisting of Beth Olshewsky, 2015-2016 CSLA President; Janice Gilmore-See, 2016
Conference Chair; and Kathie Maier, CSLA Administrative Assistant.
We needed to create and email the invitations before potential partners scattered for the summer.
Some of the key points of the invitation included how to share best practices in technology, digital
citizenship, and research; and how to mutually benefit from educational trends such as personalized
learning (PL), flipped classroom instruction, bilingual education, distance learning, and the inevitable
and impactful changes in school libraries.
Monitoring Responses
How do you stay on track? At your school site, you and your collaborating teacher constantly touch
bases to ensure both sets of instructional needs are met. Throughout June and July, the Conference
Committee received replies, and we began to build a communication database. It was working!
Organizations were responding and the seeds were planted that the committee sought to nurture into
genuine reciprocal partnerships.
continued on next page
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Were the
goals of CSLA
partnerships
realized?

Conference Oversight
CSLA made a concerted effort during the four days of the conference to welcome the eight partner
organizations. The CSLA program specially identified partner presenter sessions. Partners were
introduced at several conference general sessions and were given a certificate/plaque of honorary
membership in CSLA.
At your school, recognizing your partners as often as possible, as well as providing meaningful thanks,
will help build strong relationships.
How Do You Measure Success?
Were the goals of CSLA partnerships realized? If a measure of success is the fantastic sessions presented
by partner presenters, the answer is a resounding, yes! The list of timely and informative session topics
illustrates the benefits partners bring to attendees to share through their own school site library program:
• CRA’s Joanne Devine: “Read Aloud. Read Along. Read Alone”
• CRA’s Nancy Rogers-Zegarra and Carla Peterson: “History: A Story Well Told! An Exploration
of Literature and Primary Source Documents”
• CLA’s Anna Hartman and Jonathan Hunt: “Team Libraries: How School and Public Libraries
Work Together”
• CLA’s Anna Hartman, Natalie Cole, and Jill Harris: “Summer @ Your Library”
• CATE’s Carole LeCren: “Independent Reading in the Secondary Classroom: The Nuts and
Bolts”
• CATE’s Jonathan Hunt: “Best Books for Middle School”
• CATE’s Carol Battle: “Using Picture Books to Teach Writing in the Middle School Classroom
• CSTA’s Laura Henriques: “Exploring Light & Waves NGSS Style”
• CUE’s Jen Roberts: “Search Showdown: Fabulous Findings Measured in Milliseconds”
• CCSS’s Denisha Connet: “The Civil War and Women: Out of the Shadows and into the Classroom, Weaving Women into American History”
• CMC’s Jonathan Dueck: “STEM: Reading Between the Lines and Discovering Numbers”
• CUE’s Sunday Workshop with Adina Sullivan: “Bring a Little Culture to Classrooms”
• CAEA’s Sunday Workshop with Nancy Andrzejczak and Monique Poldberg: “Integrating
Visual Art with Children’s Literature”
If an equal measure of success is reciprocity, the jury is still out. To meet this goal CSLA appeals to
all of its members to consider being a presenter or simply attending one of the 2016-17 fall conferences
of these partner organizations. Many districts are granting funding for CCSS ongoing professional
development, and conferences qualify. As a teacher librarian, consider joining one of your school site
collaborative teachers at his or her state conference, such as science or social studies.
Next year, we need to not only keep up the momentum, but also strengthen current partnerships and
build new ones, at the conference and at your school. As Beth Olshewsky so clearly states,
School library programs revel in collaboration. We recognize that
literacies needed by our students are best taught when embedded in
collaborative work with our colleagues. Just as we collaborate together
in instruction; we can collaborate in other areas as well. Our work
together at conference focused on sharing information and professional
learning together is one important piece of making those connections.
Knowledge is power, but partnerships are empowering. Together is better!

DEB STANLEY
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Understanding School Library Funding: A Brief History
Renée Ousley-Swank

… the current
funding
picture…
school libraries
struggling as
they attempt
to update,
replace, and
purchase

T

he February 2016 article in the Cabinet Report, School Budgets Long Recovered, Not TeacherLibrarians (Beltran, 2016), coupled with the publication of The 100 Year History of the California
School Library Association (Jeffus & McGinnis, 2016) make it an appropriate time to revisit
school library funding history.
California State Library Funding
Here is a chart (California Department of Education, 2016) showing the change in school library
funding in California between 1994 and 2013:
Pre-1994 no state funding was allocated for school libraries. Any funding was determined at the
school and district levels.
The tax checkoff program from 1994-1997 generated funds from taxpayer donations and dispersed
them on a competitive grant basis.

new materials

Time Period

Funding Source

utilizing fund-

1994

California Public School
$266,000 (funded 53 grants)
Library Protection Fund—tax
checkoff
Goals 2000 Funding
$500,000 (funded 97 grants)

1995

California Public School
$345,000 (funded 68 grants)
Library Protection Fund—tax
checkoff

1996

California Public School
Library Protection Fund
NOTE: Legislature added $12
million to taxpayer donations

raising as their
main budget
source.

Statewide

$12,3000,247 (funded 2,433
grants)

1997

California Public School
$316,454
Library Protection Fund
The Library Act initiated the first) ongoing per pupil funding for school libraries. (AB 862)
1998-2001

California Public School
Library Act—ongoing state
funding for all California
school libraries

$158.5 million (or approx.
$28.88 per ADA)

2002-2003

Library Act funds—reduced
$21.5 million (or approx.
87% during midyear budget
$3.46 per pupil)
adjustment process. From 1998
to 2003, the California Public
School Library Act was reduced
92%

2003-2004

Library Act funds—reduced
additional 5%

2004-2005

Library Act funds

$8.8 million (or approx. $1.51
per pupil)

$4.2 million (or approx. $0.71
per pupil)
The School and Library Improvement block Grant combined two programs: that were formerly
known as School Improvement Program (SIP) and the California Public School Act (Library Act). It
is distributed on the basis of a district’sproportional share of the original two funds and is dispersed
within the district according to school site councils. (AB 825)
continued on next page
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At the zenith of
the Library Act,

2005-2006

New funding model begins:
$422,421,000
School and Library
Improvement Block Grant (AB
825)
Estimated amount used for
library functions is $22,868,858

2006-2007

School and Library
Improvement Block Grant

$447,348,872

2007-2008

School and Library
Improvement Block Grant

$465,265,365

2008-2009

School and Library
Improvement Block Grant

school libraries
received
approximately
$28.88 per
Average Daily
Attendance
(ADA).

$472,836,000
2/09 Tier 3 flexibility
Funding for this program is unrestricted pursuant to SBX3 4 (Chapter 12, Statutes of 2009), enacted
February 2009. For additional information, please refer to the Action on 2008 and 2009 Budget Acts
Web page
Before 2008-09, the funds were restricted to the School and Library Improvement Block Grant,
which combined the School Library Materials (SLM) and School Improvement Program (SIP). Local
educational agencies (LEAs) that participated in SIP prior to the inclusion in the block grant could
use the funds for any purpose previously authorized by both programs as determined by the school
advisory committee. LEAs that did not participate in SIP could use the funds for SLM.
2009-2013

Flexible Categorical Program Funds: These funds may be used
for any educational purpose. Formerly, they were restricted to the
school and Library Improvement Block Grant combining funds
from School Library Materials (SLM) and the School Improvement
Program (SIP).

2013-

Local Control Funding Formula goes into effect.
The 2013-2014 budget package replaces the previous K-12 finance
system with a new Local Control Funding Formula (LCFF).
For school districts and charter schools, the LCFF creates base,
supplemental, and concentration grants in place of most previously
existing K-12 funding streams, including revenue limits and most
state categorical programs.

Federal Library Funding
Federal funds also played a role in building school library programs in California. In 1965, the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) Title II was implemented and was the first federal
program to provide financial support for library media programs. ESEA Title II recognized that teaching
programs at all levels of education had become increasingly dependent upon effective school library
materials and services, high quality up-to-date textbooks, and a variety of other instructional resources.
The Federal Guidelines in 1965 were as follows:
• Phase I funding was distributed through an application process based on average daily attendance and was designed to supplement not supplant the local library budget. About 1.5
million books were added to school libraries in California helping to fill the deficit that existed.
• Phase II in California saw the development of several demonstration libraries showcasing
strong library programs. Under Phase II, $2 million was made available each year to create
model school instructional materials centers.
• Participating districts were required to provide appropriate facilities and to supply certificated
librarians and competent support personnel.
• Model libraries were geographically distributed across California with the intent of stimulating the improvement of school libraries on a larger scale. For example, Poway High School in
San Diego County had such a program, with seven teacher librarians. Yes, seven! Today with
a larger student population they have one full time TL. Approximately 30 exemplary school
library programs were established each year in California up until 1976.
• In 1976 ESEA Title II was combined with the National Defense Education Act, Title III to
become Title IV, Part B. These funds could be used to purchase new books, equipment, and to
replace obsolete items and could no longer be used to establish new libraries.
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At the zenith of

Proposition 13 Brings Drastic Changes

the Library Act,

At the same time the federal money became more restrictive when California passed Proposition 13 in
1978. School libraries along with other discretionary programs experienced a drastic reduction in state
and local funding. Library staffing was reduced and ESEA Title IV, Part B funds became the main source
to purchase materials; many school libraries began to rely on fund-raising activities to supplement their
budgets. The situation was similar to the current funding picture, with school libraries struggling to
update, replace, and purchase new materials utilizing fund-raising as their main budget source.

school libraries
received
approximately
$28.88 per
Average Daily
Attendance
(ADA).

Beginning in the 1982-1983 school year, ESEA Title IV was merged with 29 other programs under
the education block grant created by Chapter 2 of the Education Consolidation and Improvement Act
(ECIA). Districts could now allot block grant funds to any antecedent program resulting in substantial
reduction in federal funding for library programs. Does this remind you of anything you saw in the
chart? Look at the note under 2008-2009: as library funding becomes more and more diluted, the
collections age, and the level of staffing declines.
At the same time that federal program funds were placed in block grants, the federal report, A Nation
at Risk: The Imperative for Educational Reform (Gardner, 1983) was published. This document painted
a stark picture of American education as it entered the information age and called for education reforms
at all levels. In response to this report, money was targeted for education reforms, but an unexpected
consequence was a persistent decline in library staffing and funds for collection development.
The California Public School Library Act
The California Public School Library Act 1998-2001 was evocative of the early ESEA Title II funding.
At the zenith of the Library Act, school libraries received approximately $28.88 per Average Daily
Attendance (ADA). This influx of money resulted in changing the average copyright date of a nonfiction school library book, starting in 1995, from 1972 (23 years old) to an average copyright date
of 1993 by 2004. Unfortunately, the Library Act was soon combined with the School Improvement
Program to form the School and Library Improvement Block Grant. School library funds were later
further diluted, so the average copyright date remained around 1995, approaching the same age deficit
seen at the beginning of the tax checkoff.
There has been a corresponding decline in certificated library staffing, from a ratio of 1 teacher
librarian to 4,306 students in the 2000-2001 school year to a ratio of 1:7,657 in the 2012-2013 school
year. While California is beginning to see a rise in the number of teacher librarians (the latest figures
from 2014-2015 show 859 TLs or a ratio of 1:7,187) we have a long way to go to bring us back to
2000-2001 figures.
What About Future Funding of School Libraries?
What does this historical look at library funding in California have to do with the future of school
library staffing?
• Data clearly demonstrate that when money targets the library program the collection grows,
the copyright date improves, and there is a correlating rise in library staffing. For more information see the staffing chart on the CDE Statistics about California School Libraries Web page
at http://www.cde.ca.gov/ci/cr/lb/schoollibrstats08.asp
• Data also demonstrate that when money targeted at specific programs is merged with other
program funds into one large fund; the result is less money to maintain collection development and a significant reduction in staffing.
• Term limits have led to legislators who lack the knowledge of what went before.
California school library staff now find themselves in a unique situation where all the money goes
directly to school districts for the local education agency to decide how best to spend their funds. At
the same time, there is a renewed focus on school library programs at the federal level, with the callout
of school libraries in the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA). This is an opportunity to bring the two
together, using the longitudinal data collected for the annual school library survey, sharing successes,
and being vigilant at finding opportunities to educate the school community to the benefits of a strong
library program with professional staffing.
This brief history illustrates the many factors that led to the rise and fall in school library funding and
staffing. To plan for the future, a look at what was possible in the past, and the pitfalls, can be extremely
helpful. Libraries are changing, as they always have, adapting to meet the needs of the community and
the times. To define the role of the school library program in 2016, we need to look to our past as we
take school libraries into the future.
continues on page 24
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